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Socialism would make for the happiness or liberty or good-
ness or wealth of the poor, and I feel sure it would prove
a particularly burdensome and odious kind of tyranny to
the whole nation, and destroy all real moral and spiritual
life. But what I am ashamed of is that that is not the
principal thing that is occupying one's mind. One is
tiiinking that one does not wish to be less rich and com-
fortable than one now is. " Where your treasure is," etc.
One's heart is too much—far too much—set on the
. material ease and abundance that one now enjoys—just as
the hearts of the people—as religious sanctions have less
power over them and the old literal other-worldliness
decreases—are more and more set on sharing these good
things. And what we both ought to learn is to set one's
affections on things that no political changes can give or
take away. I am not thinking only of what a saint would
mean by that. I am thinking that if I lived up to my best
moments of faith in poetry and art I should be able to say
with honest and perfectly genuine cheerfulness to myself:
All that is very little to me—the utmost social changes they
talk of cannot touch the things I really care about and live
by. They can at most make me dine and sleep a little less
agreeably, but they can't deprive me of one atom of my
delight in Wordsworth and Shelley and in Greek sculpture
and modern landscape. That is what culture—the real
culture—ought to be able to do for one if we were really
whole-hearted and sincere in caring about it.
To his Wife	34, Queen's Gate Gardens, S.W.
August 12, 1919
... I sat in the Matheson garden alone (it looks lovely
with clematis, great purple petals, and some good roses):
and went over my lecture once more. Then I walked to
tea with the Fowlers, who had asked various persons to
meet me, and so to the Lecture, which judging by my own
feelings or impressions and by the fervour and length of

